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Abstract
Soil maps, even small scde ones, are often too expensive and too time consuning to
perfolm, especially in research programs, when a general overview on naturd resources is
needed.
In a Pliocene clays area in Southern Tuscany (Italy), the National Researcl? Council
(C.N.R.) Centre for Soil Genesis, Classification and Cartography has being studying for
seyeralyearssoildegradationprocessesinvolvedinbadlandsevolution
in some
experimental plots. A soil-landscape map was
so necessary for extending experimental data
to a larger and more representative area. A 236
k m 2 area was chosen for producing a
1:50,000 soil map, based on Landsat
TM and digital elevation mode1 data.
The area comprises partof the upper and nliddle Orcia Valley,
a neogenic basinfded in
with marine sediments during Pliocene. The deposits are mainly clays and silty clays, while
other lithologies are present dong the border of the basin and dong the rivers (alluvial
deposits). The altitude varies from 250to 900 m a.s.1. Climate is intermediate between
Mediterranean
and
continental.
The
whole
basin
is characterised
by
an
intense
morphodynamic due to several factors, mainly neotectonics, climate and lithology, acting
synergically to delineate the landscape. The result of the morphodynamics is a landscape
subject to frequent and recurrent m m movements and water erosional forms. Among the
latter,badlandsknown as calunchi and Diamme arethemosttypicalofthearea.On
while vineyardsandolivegroves,and
Plioceneclaysarablelandsarepredominant,
woodlands are presenton steeper zones.
As the research was carried out onclays,and as geomorphology seems to havean
extremely important role on soil genesis, an approach based on integrated use of Landsat
TM and DEM data was tested.Land unitswereobtainedby
a previousmasking of
lithologies otherthan clays, and by integrating information on slope, aspect, greenness and
brightness. A programfor filtering redundancyin information was created and applied.
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Land units SQ obtained were controlled in the field and soi1 profiles were collected and
described. Resulting soil-landscape map has been controlled with previous and undergoing
surveys anda discussion on results is presented.

Lesc'artes pedologiyues sont fr6quemment tr?s laborieuses et coûteuses à réaliser, en
particulier dans le cas d'un projet de recherche, quand est nécessaire une description des
ressources nahueneS.
Le prêsent travail a étd redisê dans le cadred'un pro.@ de recherche du Conseil National
de la Recherche d'Italie( C M )concernant l'éhtde de la dégradation des sols dans une zone
de la Toscane (Italie) ayant une lithologie du type
Plioche argileux.
La zone d'étude (approx. 236 lmz) cst caractCrisCe par des formes d'érosion localement
connues comme biarzcme et cnlimcl1i. La zone, située dans le haut et moyen bassin du
la tectonique,
fleuve Brcia,est caractérisée par une intense activité morphodynamiqueàliée
au climat et 2 la lithologie.
La recherche a été conduite sur les dépôts argileux;où la morphologie joue un riile très
important dans la formation des sols.
Avec l'intégrationdesdifférentstypes de donnéesdans un Systèmed'Informations
Géographiques (cartes géologiques, images satellitaires LandsatTM, modèle numériyue de
terrain), il a etê dressé une carte des sols-paysages (échelle1/50 000).
Dans une deuxiême phase la carte a et6 contrôlCe sur le terrain avec des sondages B la
tarière et avecla description et l'échantillonnage des profils pédologiques.
E n h la carte a été contr616t: aves une carte des Systêmes des Terres r6alisée parune
autre équipedu CNR dans la même zone.

Introduction
In a Pliocene marine clays deposit area, located
in southern Tuscmy (Italy), C.N.R. Soi1
Genesis, Classification and Cartography Study Centre of Florence has been involved in a
research on soi1 degradation problems linked to erosion and badlands generation,
for severd
years. Soi1 erosion and degradation processes have been studied and their correlation with
main morphological,
vegetational,
pedological,
climatological
feature
have been
investigated in order to perform a mode1 for badlands evolution comprehension. Several
experimental plots have been established and very detailed studies have been performed
(SORIANO
et al., 1992; CALZOLARI etal., 1993; COLICA,1993; CALZOLARI
et al., in press;
CHLARUCCI
et aZ., in press; TORRIet al., in press).
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In order to generalise experimental results to wider areas, a soil-landscape map
at a
reconnaissance scale, basin level, was necessary. Due to high cost and to tinle consuming
proceduresinvolvedin a soil mapproduction,aspeditivewaytomapIandscapewas
studied.
Utilisation of satellite data in soil mapping is well known in literature, where some
interesting examples, especially in recent years, are found (WESTIN and F~AZEE,
1976;
ROUDABUSH
et al., 1985: FRAzIER and CHENG, 1989; HINSE et al., 1990;AGBUand
NIZEYIMANA, 1991).
Soi1 is a complex three dimensional system, at the interface of living organisms and
inorganicmatter,withasolid,
a liquid and agaseousphases. This complexityhasan
influence on reflectance characteristics of terrain and represents an additional difficulty for
the use of satellite data in soil survey and mapping. In fact, unlike as in land form or land
coverinterpretation,theinterpretercannot"see"
soils on satelliteimages.Usually, in
satellite images, the interpreter can only infer information about
soils from other evidences
such as land form (ABDEL-HADYet al., 1991), land cover(THOMPSON et al., 1984; SAMSON
and LEWIS,1991) or both of them (LEWISet al., 1975); another possibilityis to use remote
sensing data in conjunction with other kind of data like digital elevation models or other
geostatistical data, in geogmphic information systems (HORVATH
et al., 1987; LEE et al.,
1988; SUet al., 1990; B H Aet~al., 1991; DUBUQ
et al., 1991).
Most of the informationaboutspectralcharacteristicof
soils derivesfromfieldor
laboratory
experinlents,
conducted
under
controlled
environmental
conditions
with
radiometers operating in different wavelengths (CPU et al., 1980; WRIGHT and B m ,
1986; PRICE, 1990). Speakingof "commercial data", producedby earth resources satellites,
up to date only a limited amountof soil surface characteristicsare known to have a certain
influence on soil spectral signature. They are (THOMPSON et al., 1983; BAUMGARDNER
et
al., 1985; MULDERS, 1987;ESCADAFAL
et al., 1989; AGSUet al., 1990; GIORDANO,
1991):
colour, particle size (especiallyClay content), organic matter, nloisture content, iron oxides,
surface roughness.
in different
Thesecharacteristicsinfluencesoilreflectanceinthesamemeasure
wavelengths, thus diminishing the information value
of satellite bands combinations (colour
composites, classifications, ratios, etc.), that have had great success in vegetation or land
cover studies. Another limitation is that quite often, particularly at mid latitudes, soils are
vegetated for great part, when not for all, of the year. There are also other difficulties, in
common with other remote sensing applications, like atnlospheric fdter, Cloud cover, etc.
Last but not least the fact that spatial variabilityof soils occur at much
a
larger scale then
the
capabilities of satellite images must be taken into account.
Digital satellite images can either be processed
in order to improve their interpretability,
or be classified to produce maps. Different elaborationsfor soil mapping have been tested
such as: rationing of bands (FRAZLER and CHENG,1989; AGSUet al., 1990); transformations
likebrightness (LEEet al., 1988; BUTI'NER
and CSJLLAG,1989;AGBU et al., 1990) or
principal conlponent analysis
(LEEet al., 1988; CALZOLARl and SARFAm, 1994); vegetation
indexes (BUITNER
and CSILLAG,1990): classifications (KORNBLAU CIPU,
and 1983).
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In the present paper a case study is presented about the integrated use of Landsat TM
data, with brightness and greenness indexes, andDEM data, dope and aspect, in producing
a semi-automatic soil-landscapeprebunary map, at a 1:50.000 scale, for field control.

The study area is located in Southern Tuscany and is delimited behveen 42'56' N and
43'4' N latitude and between 1 1'37' E and 11'48' E longitude, including a total surface of
approximately 236 km2.
The xea comprises a large part of upper and middle Orcia basin,a neogenic basin filled
during Pliocene withmarine sediments (IACOBACCI
et al., 19671. Deposits aremainly clays
and silty clays, while sands, conglomerates and organogenous limes are found along the
border of thebasin. The underlyingdeposits of the Allochthonsus and Autochthonous
Tuscan formation(CASTELVECCHI
and VITTONNI, 1967)outcrop somewhere at the edges
of
the basin. Quaternary alluvial terraced deposits
me found along the rivers and volcanic
deposits of Mount Amîata are present in the south western zone of the area. Pliocene clays
are characterizedby typical erosion forms (badlands), locally
called biancarze and calanchi.
The main streams of the area are the Orcia river and its hibutary, the Formone river.
The altitude varies f?om 250 m, in the lomer valley, to 900 m a d . of the surrounding
mountains; land form is alnmstflat on fluvial terraces and alluvialplains, gently hilly in the
centre, where clay is predorninant, steeperin the southernpart of the study area and on the
mountains.
Theclimate is intermediatebehveenMediterranean and continental, w i t h dry hot
summcrs. cool winters and two humid periods
during fa11 and Springs, temperature and
precipitation are correlated with altitude.
On Pliocene clays arable lands are predominant, and crops like winter wheat and winter
barley are themost conlmon. Permanent pasturesare cornmon on badlands. Irrigated crops,
like maize, are found on alluvial plains. Woodlands are present on steeper slopes. while
vineyards and olive groves, usually inter cropped with arable, are found on hilly Pliocene
sands ,and conglomerates. and on shales of Allocthonous Complex. Naturd vegetation is
confïned on badlandsareasand dong riversand streams. Badlandsvegetation is very
characteristics and mostly influenced bythe degree of degradation processes. The most
degradrdzones laclr even herbaceousvegevation.Atthe
fkst stages of colonisation,
vegetation is characterised by a scanty herbaceous coverof pioneer, myoalophytes species,
typical of?arapholido- Arfenzisietzrnzcretaceae formation (CHI/?IRu"I et al., in press).
On more stable morphologies other formations
cm be found, related to specific
soi1 and
micro climate conditions. The mostcommonformation is Bromehm grassland, with or
without Spaniztm ,jztnceum shrubs, which is the most evolvedgrasslandunderxeric
conditions.
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Spots of stluctured shrubs withLigustrumvulgare.Rosaagrestis,Crataegus
monogyna, Juniperus communjs, Ulmus minor and Quercus pubescens, can be found, in
those areas less disturbed by erosion and by man.
Research concerns soils developed on Pliocene clays. In these soils (CALZOLARI
et
al., 1989, CALZOLARI
et al. 1993, LULLIet al., 1980) given the peculiar characteristics
of parent material, climate andmorphology, pedogenesis is fairly superficial and
characterised by physical rather than chemical processes. Processes are largely
conditioned by erosion whichcontinuouslyrenews profile. Nevertheless, with fairly
good internal drainage, under a sufficient vegetation cover, on relatively stable
morphologies a certain degree of pedogenesis is possible, along well defined evolution
trends, strictly linlied to geomorphological dynamics.
Pliocene clays are a relatively homogeneous parent material (COLICA,1993.),
macroclimate can be considered roughly not influent in pedogenetic processes, due to
the fact that Pliocene clays are situated in the centre of the basin where the altitudes
range and climatic excursion aremodest (COLICA,1993) so that morphology,as
affecting soi1 erosion andslopesdynamics,
land cover and aspect, as influencing
microclimatic characteristics of the soils, seem to be the most important factors in
pedogenesis.

Materials and methods
The work has been conducted throughthe
illustrated in figure 1).

following steps (a diagranl flow is

Input of data into a Geographical Information System.
Geological data have been digitised from a geological map (IACOBACCI
et al., 1967),
scale 1 :100,000. Vectors have been converted to raster with agrid of 30*30 m of
resolution.
Elevation data have been obtained digitising the contour lines (equidistance 25 ln)
from a topographic map, scale 1:25,000. A digital elevation mode1 with a grid of 30 by
30 m have been calculated and aspect (expressed in ON) and slope jexpressed in %), for
each cell, have been derived.
Satellite data (a Landsat TM subscene of 512 x 512 pixels, ground resolution of
30 m, path 192, row 30, acquisition September 1987) have been geometrically corrected
to UTM map projection, usinga third order polynomial and anearest neighbour
resampling algorithm. After georeferencing the TM bands have been transfornled using
the Tasseled Cap transformation, deriving Brightness andGreenness.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the methodology adopted.

GIS prscessing
Each raster information layer has been segmented inlo two classes as in following
scheme:
bayer

CInss 1

Class 2

Pliocene

Other Lithologies

North

South

F l d Rolling

Sloping

Dark Soils

Bright Soils

Vegetated

Not Vegetated
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Threshold values have been chosen according to empirical criteria: brightness and
greennessvalueshave been chosen on the base of visual interpretation of resulting
images; slope of 5% is the linlit between flat and rolling morphologies andsloping ones;
onlytwo classes for aspecthave been chosen, correspondingto north facing (270"90" N),and south facing slopes (90"-270" N).
The area has been classified crossing each information layer with the remainders.
Only Pliocene clays pixels have been classiiïed. For the vegetated pixels it has 1101 been
taken into account the information relative to the soi1 brightness.
The resulting legend comprehends the 12 classes derived from the overlaying and
one class for the other lithologies:
1.

Slope =< 5%

South facing

Dak

Not vegetated

2.

Slope > 5%

South f x i n g

DX!i

Not vegetated

3.

dope =< 5%

North facing

Dark

Not vegetated

S.

slope > 5 %

North facing

Dark

Not vegetated

5.

slope =< 5%

Bright

Not vegetated

6.

slope > 5%

South facing

Bright

Not vegetated

7.

slope =< 5%

North facing

Bright

Not vegetated

8.

dope > 5%

North facing

Bright

Not vegetated

fming
South

9.

dope =< 5%

South facing

Vegetated

10.

slope > 5%

South facing

Vegetated

11.

dope =< 5%

North facing

Vegetated

12.

dope > 5 8

North facing

Vegetated

13.

Other lithologies

Filtering of the classified (raster) data
The use of the overlaying technique integrating remotely-sensed data produced a
salt-and-pepper appearance of the classified image, which consisted of 9,671 polygons.
A map derived from such an image can be difficult to read, to field check and to
incorporate into a GIS (TROTTER,1991). In order to overcome sucha difficulty a simple
three-step process which outputs a derived classification where the minimum polygon
size can be an user's input, has been performed. In fact from a cartographic point of
view, a representation of too small areas is not correct: as an extreme, a single Ldndsat
TM pixel at the scale of 1:100,000 approximates the limit of the human eye's capability
of distinguish an area from a point, i.e. from a dimensionless object on the map.
In Our approach in the first step a logical smoothing has been performed, using a 3x3
box; local frequencies have been calculated for the values of the pixels connected to the
centre pixel, to whichhasthen
been assigned the modalvalue: in this way,its
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conmctedness has heen assured. During this first step, a strong reduction in the overall
number of polygons has beenachieved, mainly due to isolatedpixelsuppression;
polygon borders have also been "smoothed." This process, similar to the one described
by TOWNSEND
(1956). has been performed sequentially (in Townsend's acception), but
in a pseudo-random way: odd pixels of odd rows have been scanned from top left to
bottom right, even pixels of odd rows from top right to bottom left, even pixels of even
rows from bottom right to top left and odd pixels of even rows from bottom left to top
right, to reduce computation time while minilnising the negative effects described by
Townsend.

In the second step. al1 remaining polygons whose area is less then a user-specified
threshold, without regarding to thepolygon shape, havebeenrecognisedand
their class
value has been replnced with a marker, i.e. a value which was not present in the original
classification.

l

In the third step, a 5x5 box performing a logical smoothing as in the first step has
been applied only to markedpixels; the image has been scanned from top to bottom,odd
rows from left to right, even rows from right to left. The effect has been an "invasion" of
marked polygons by al1 the neighbouring, not only from the dominant one (asin DAVIS
and PEET.19763, with no effect on the remainder of the image.

The algorithm has brcn evaluated to produce a map at scale 1:50,000, with twelve
different minimum map area threshold levels, from 4 pixels, corresponding to a map
area of 1.44 mmz, up to 48, corresponding to 17.35 m m 2 . For each run of the procedure
the number of resulting polygons has heen recorded; also, resulting classification has
been compared with the original on a pixel-per-pixel basis, producing an error matrix bo
evaluate accuracy; for each matrix, an overall accuracy coefficient has been calculated,
and the percentage of commission error for each resulting class: this last figure is the
most signifiant from a user's point of view. as they account for the reliability of the
map iSTORY and CONGALTON. 1986).
After filtering, raster data have been converted into staircase-like vector polygons
and a preliminqplotted
map
beenhas
at 1:25,000 scale.

Field cheslr and labosatory analyses
The map hasbeen controlled with 180 field observations (auger hole).some of
which have been discarded, distributed as in Table 1. The areas of the control points of
the observations have been chosen a priori on a draft copy of the map, so to assure to
cover al1 the most represented delineation of each unit. The exact point for the core
description has been chosen infield, depending on the representatives of the situation. A
complete representative soi1 profile has been described (according to SANESI.1977) and
sampled, for each mapping unit, for a total number of 14 profiles.
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1-

Mapping Uni&

Total area (ha)

Noof observations

1
2
3
1
5
6

1,384
563
3,338
1,129
2,639
1.966
1,582
83 1
253
649
559
970

'3
12
21
13
19
18
15
12
8
7
12
8

7
8
9
10
11
12
Total

169

Samples have been analysed in laboratory and texture, OM, pH, total CaCO,, EC 1:5
have been determined(asin SISS, 1992).
Ground checkof the finalmap and conlpaison with a Land System map of the area.
In order to evaluate in a semi-quantitative way the reliability of the map, confidence
tables for some of the characteristics considered, against field control points, have been
produced.Characteristicsthathavebeencontrolled
are: slope,aspect,vegetationcover.
Brightness and greenness have been considered "objective" data, while
a general lithological
control has been necessary for the tvhole area.
A further control of the results has been performed comparing the map with a land
system map prepared meanwhile
by other components of the research team(BUSONIet al.,
in press).
For this control the original14. classes of Our map, and the 19 classes of the land system
map,havebeenreducedto
7, to uniform the criteria,leaving only geomorphological
assumes in both thenups, as explained in table 2.
Table 2. Correspondence table between Soil-landscape and Land System mapping units.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Soil-lnndscape map

Land System nmp

13
14
3-7
1-5
9-10-11-12
2-6
4-8

Other lithologies uni& (3,4b,5,6,13,11,19)
Terraced Units (3i, 3t)
Slopr Uni6 (1)
Slope Units (2, 10, 16)
Slope Units (7a,12)
Slope thlits (8,9)
Slope Units (+a, 7b, 11, 15, 17)

For the accuracy estimateof the map 400 points have been controlled, through
a 20*20
grid, expecting an accuracy
of 7070 and a maximum errorof the estimateof 20% (accordhg
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to SNEDEC~R
and "Km.1980). An errorniatrix l m beendoneandthe"indexof
R BAGNOLI,
O
1990) has been calculated
agreement" of COHEN (1960) (as in A L I ~ ~ ~ Dand
for the whole matrix, K, and for each mapping unit, K i (BISHOP, 1975), according to the
formulas:

where :
r = total number ofrom and columns of the matrix;
pzii = number of observation along the diagonal
of the matris;
PZ,+ = number of observation dong the row;
= number of observation along the column;
N = total number of observations.
Correction of the prelirninary rnap
On thebasis of fieldcontrols,laboratoryanalysesandafter
a photo-interpretation
control, draft map hasbeen corrected, excluding not Pliocene clays zones detectedon field,
incorrect on original geological maps, and separating alluvial upper terraces from actual
flood plains and river bcds.
A final"soil-landscape" map hasbeenpreparedwith
the original13classeslegend
enrichedwithonemoreclass,alluvialterraces,andwith
soil characteristics,and their
variability (semi-quantitative estimate).

A 14mappingunitsoil-landscapemaphasbeenproduced
(Fig. 2). The results of
smoothing process are shown in table 3. The number of polygons drops from 9,671 in the
original image to 3,185 simply imposing a minimal area of 4 pixels. In fxt, n m t of the
original polygons were
just isolated pixelsor small groupsof two or three.
Table 3 shows the correlation existing between minimal area, polygon number and
map accuracy; while map accuracy decreases linearly for increasing minimal areas, the
reduction in the overall polygonnumber is higher for smaller minimal areas, lowering as
the minimal area increase, thus following an inverse linear model. InOur example, a
threshold of 28 pixels (corresponding to a unit of 2.52 ha, or 10 m m 2 on the map at the
scale 150,000) it has been used. Resulting map contains 1,006 polygons, only 10.4% of
the polygons that were present in the original classification, with a total commission
error of 20% (Table 4).
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Table 3. Number of resulting polygons and lnap accuracy for different minimal area thresholds.

Noof polygons

Minimum map unit
(in pixel)

(%)

4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48

11

Overnll nccuracy
.88
A68
.855
343
.829
316
301
.781

.77
.759

772

.746

Table 4: Matrix of classes distribution (%) after post-classification filtering, with a threshold
minimal area of 28 pixels. Rows: the original classes. Columns: classes after filtering.
8 Class 7

1

6 2

53

4

9

12
10

11

2.6
0.4
0.4
0.0
3.2
0.8
0.3
0.1
75.4
3.2
3.1
0.3

0.4
7
0.1
0.4
0.2
6.4
0.0
0.3
2.0
75.7
0.1
0.9

0.9
0.0
3.3
0.7
0.5
0.2
4.5
0.9
3.1
0.5
73.3
3.2

~~

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

80.6
2.1
2.2
0.4
9.3
1.3
0.6
0.1
7.9
0.6
1.3
0.2

1.2
79.4
0.0
1.1
0.4
8.2
0.1
0.2
0.4
8.3
0.2
0.5

2.5
0.1
83.7
2.7
0.7
0.1
8.9
1.1
0.6
0.5
8.0
1.0

0.3
0.8
0.7
77.3
0.0
0.3
0.4
9.0
0.0
0.2
0.7
7.5

9.3
0.9
0.6
0.2
82.1
3.3
1.4
0.1
8.4
0.8
0.7
0.0

0.6
8.8
0.0
0.3
0.9
77.7
0.1
1.1
1.2
8.5
0.1
0.3

0.9
0.2
8.5
0.7
2.6
0.5
82.3
3.0
0.8
0.3
9.1
0.8

0.2
0.1
0.3
8.9
0.1
1.0
1.0
77.8
0.0
0.3
0.7
5.1

0.4
0.2
0.1
7.2
0.0
0.3
0.4
6.2
0.0
1.0
2.6
80.2

The legend of the mapping unis comprehends a description of tlle morphology of land
use and vegetation, of principal soils and their variability, and a soil profile description and
analyses. An example of mapping unit descriptions is reported
in table 5.
In order to evaludte in a semi-quantitative way the reliability of the map, confidence
Tables for some of the characteristics considered, against field control points, have been
produced.Characteristicsthathavebeencontrolled
are: slope, aspect,vegetationcover.
Brightness and greenness have been considered "objective" data, while
a general lithological
control has been necessruy for the whole
area.
Results of the analysis are repolzed in table
6. As it can be noted the confidence level for
land cover and aspect is high,
wlde is around 60% for slopes. This can be explained with the
use of verybroadclasses,duetothescale
of thesurvey, as compmd to the punctual
definition of slope class in field survey. Besidesthis, it must be stressed that the confidence
values are veiy high in some units thdt are very homogeneous, while is lower
in some, more
complex units.
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Table 5. Mapping Unit description (example extract).
Mapping Unit 1

Slopec 5% North facing. dxk. not vegetated

Morphology
Slope angle
Stoniness
Land use
Soi1

Rolling, short alopes.
< 5%
Absent
Cropping. winter durum wheat, harley
Kyic Xemr?hcnrs, fine, mixed (calcareous), mesic. (profiles 1005. 1004)

Variability vlithin the
mapping unit
Land use
Moisture regime
Slope angle
Soils

Cropping 67%: pastures 33%.
Xeric 80%, Ustic 20%
2- 15%
Typir S e n m l m t s 805,; Tppic
and Vertic Ustorthents 20%Jnclusions Vertisols

Table 6. Confidence of slope, aspect andvegetation estimates after field check.
Unit purity expresses
the percentageof pixelsof the original class after filtering of clxsifjed data, as in table 4.
Mapping Unit

Unit
Purity (%)

II dope <=5Q,,Fouth. dark, not vegetated
17.4
2 dope >5%. south. dark. not vegetated
3 slope <=5Q., north, dark, not vegetated
76.2
4 slope >5%,north, dark, not vegetated
84.6
5slopec=5%, sonth. bright, not vegetated
66.7
6 dope >58, south, bright, not wgetated
71.4
7slopec=5%, north, bright, not vegetated
8 dope >53,north, bright, no1 vegetated
9 dope <=5% south. vegetated 37.5
10 dope >5%. south, vcgetated 42.8
11 dope <=5'?, north. vegctated 54.5
12 dope >5%. north, vegetated

80.6
79.4
83.7
77.3
82.1
77.7
82.3

Mean71.77
values

78.79

80.91

57.96

Confidence
Slope (%)

Confidence
Aspect (r;)

Confidence
Land cover (QI

75.0

58.3
66.7
71.4
80.0
73.7
76.9
64.3
70.0
85.7
83.3
w.9
4n.n

100.0

77.8
94.4
94.4 61.1
92.9
58.3

77.8

75.4
75.7
73.3
80.2

75.0

50.0

8X.9

83.3
88.9
42.8
70.0
62.5

A funher control has been done with a Land System mapof the area (BUSONI er d., in
press) after the described correlation amongthe mapping units and consequentreduction to
7 mapping units. The eror matrix, table 7, with the values of K and K, and
(i.t.. global
accuracy of the map, given by the ratio between the number of the points on the diagonal
and thc total numberof control points), has been obtained,as already pointedout, assuming
the land system map as "ground
tpllth".
The K values resulting are around 50%, and they largely vary with the different land
units. They are higherinmapping
units like "otherlithologies"and "terraced alluvial
plains," medium inlithologicallyhomogeneous
m a s , andlowerin
very complex
(lithologiically and morphologically) units. It must be stressed that the assumes of the two
maps are fairly different, as the soil-landscapemap represents units homogeneous for slope,
aspect, lithology and land cover, while in the Land System map, length and complexity of
slopes, symmetry, hydrographicnetwork, and so on, are evidenced.
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Table 7. Error matrix and K values of the map against land system map. Rows: Cartographic
units of the Soil-Landscape map. Columns: Cartographic units of the Land System map.
Mapping
Units
Ib

la
2 121

2a

3n

6

5a

6a

7a

20

O

7

11 0.589 167

O

O

O

O

4a

3b

O

8
1

22

27

O

O

6

4b

2

1

5

41

O

6

8
13
15

2b

3

1

5b

1

1

O

Y

8

3

6b

O

O

O

6

O

10

7b

5

O

Total

132

17

3

O

6

11
30

115

15

1
27

68

Total

12
56

0.652

69

0.553

35

0.207

31

0.274

30
400

0.398

0.344

Conclusions
Several conclusioncm be drawn byOur study.
The first one concenm the smoothing process. The raster classification derived from it
has been simply converted into staircase-like vector polygons; sophisticated raster-to-vector
conversions have been discarded, to avoid introduction
of another sourceof error ( " F I N I ,
1897). This produced a nlap with staircase lines, when produced automatically, and with
straight lines in the manually corrected areas.
An increase in processing times
in the GIS has
beennoticedusingstaircasevs.smoothedlines,butitwasnotsignificantfrom
an
operational pointof view.
As concernsthereliability
of themap this canbeconsideredsatisfying.
A high
correspondence betweenthe. classification and ground control points has been detected.
The
comparison between the pedo-landscape and the land system map
is difficult, since the
criteria followed during photo-interpretation differ verymuch from the assumes ofOur
procedure. Nevertheless it can be affirmed that both the approaches are valid in increasing
the information about an area.
The third is an overall qualitative evaluation
of the procedure.In a relatively short timea
soil-landscape nlap of a 23,500 ha area have been produced in a 1:50,000 scde. In some
parts of the area, wherethe lithology is more homogeneous, the reliability
of the mapis very
high and the discriminating capability of different soi1 is good. A lower reliability of the
maphasbeendetectedinmorelithologicallycomplexzones
of thearea,thatcanbe
explained by the low information levelof existing geological map due tothe s m d scale of
the document andthe lacking of exact lithological data.
Note: Research supported by National Research Council of Italy (CNR), special
project RAISA, sub-project N"1.
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